Data Preprocessing

Preprocessing of HA1 sequence
In order to align all the sequences in our dataset into a unified length, the multiple alignment was done with the HA1 sequence of A/Aichi/2/1968 (H3N2) selected as a template. The alignment part of the sequence ranging from the start position of template sequence to the last position was fetched. Those with the alignment part less than 327 amino acid were excluded and the sequences belonged to the same strain with the exact same alignment part were only kept one in our dataset. The amino acids were numbered according to A/Aichi/2/1968(H3N2) HA1 sequence. Totally, 18072 HA1 sequence longer than 327 amino acids from 1968 to 2015 were collected.
Preprocessing of antigenic distance parameter
The antigenic distance between two strains and was defined by Lapedes and Farber in 2001 as following equation 4 :
The HI titer is the maximum dilution of serum raised against strain a, which is necessary to inhibit cell agglutination caused by strain b.
was calculated only if four HI values were available(Haa,Hbb,Hab,Hba). For the HI value with ">" or "<", the double or half of the value were used. For example, the HI value of ">2560" were treated as 2560*2=5120, the HI value of "<20" were treated as 20/2=10. Due to the different experimental conditions, for the same strain pair, the HI measures collected from different reports existed difference. To avoid this affection, for the HI values of same strain pair derived from different reports, the outlines defined as those with| − ̅̅̅̅̅ | ranked within top 10% in descending order were abandoned. The final experimental distance between two strains was defined as the average of those remained . Two viruses were defined as antigenic variants when the −1 was above 4, otherwise, the pair was treated as antigenic similar 5 . Finally, the intersection of the HI assays and the sequence set were generated as our dataset. This set contains 3867 pairs involving 288 HA proteins with 2286 antigenic variants and 1581 antigenic similar. Data ranging from 2011 to 2013 were selected as the independent dataset to evaluate the performance of this model.
Preprocessing of structure modeling
To describe the spatial features of HA protein, the three-dimensional structures were generated by Modeller 9.11 6 . For all the target sequences, the top 5 templates which shared the high sequence identity from Protein Data Bank 7 were the same: 2VIU_A (pdb_id:2VIU, chain: A), 1HA0_A, 2VIR_C, 1MQM_A and 3EYK_A. Five models were generated based on each template, the coordination of each residue was calculated as the average of the coordination of atoms included. Then the general structure of each protein was produced by averaging the previous five models.
18072 collected HA1 sequences were clustered according to sequence identity of 99%. 1848 cluster representatives were randomly selected with one from each cluster and structures were then modeled. Figure. S7. Position specific scoring matrix (PSSM) construction based on multiple sequence alignment. PSSM was generated during the Position-Specific Iterated BLAST (PSI-BLAST) process based on the multiple sequence alignment of HA sequences. The matrix contained the scores of twenty amino acids to reflect the amino acid distribution on each position. For a pair of HA, the score on a position was assigned as the absolute difference between the scores of amino acids on the position. In case of the comparison between the gap or X and one amino acid, the maximum or average among all absolute difference between this amino acid and all the others on the position was appointed as the score. The score of amino acid Asx (B) was treated as the average of those of Asn (N) and Asp (D). Tables   Table S1 . List of screened 47 antigenicity-dominant positions. This table listed the selected antigenicity-dominant positions and the clusters they belonged. Definition of mutation rate and escape ratio see Method Identifying antigenicity-dominant positions 1) and 2).The last column listed the PDB structure (PDB id and HA chain) in which this position was epitope position. In HA protein, epitope positions were defined as those residues for which the least atom distance with antibody was less than 5 Å. Position number was label on A/Aichi/2/1968 HA1 sequence (PDB id: 3HMG_A). Table S5 . The PDB ID and chain name of 24 non-redundant crystalized HA structures used to compare the robustness of modelled structure. 1HGD_A  3VUN_A  2VIT_C  4WE4_A   1EO8_A  4O5N_A  4WE6_A  3WHE_A   2YP4_A  4FQR_A  4KVN_A  4O58_A   4FP8_A  4WE7_A*  4GMS_A  4HMG_A   4WE8_A  2VIS_C  4WE5_A  2HMG_A   2YP7_A  4UBD_A  3ZTJ_A  4ZCJ_A * Among 24 structures, only one structure (PDB: 4WE7_A) was found that there is a difference between the antigenic distance calculated by using PDB structure and modeled structure. The averaged absolute error of all tested s was 0.16, and the median ∆ was 0.181.
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